Aveo car reviews

Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this
message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your account information
here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance?
Please call Member Services at View all Chevrolet Vehicles. Even as basic transportation, the
Daewoo-produced Chevrolet Aveo fell so far short it became a byword for mediocrity. Handling
lacks the agility native to most small cars, the steering is imprecise, and the body leans a good
deal in corners. The horsepower, 1. The ride isn't too bad, though, and a tight turning circle
makes parking easy. Drivers sit fairly high with a good view and access is relatively easy. Fit
and finish are OK, but nothing special. Many Aveos came with antilock brakes, which is a rarity
for this class. The hatchback has more cargo versatility, but the sedan has a roomier trunk. The
models were the last. Plus, we discuss the Chevrolet Bolt EUV, all-weather tires, and
three-wheeled electric vehicles. Before you buy, make sure the car fits your size. New Cars on
the Horizon. Latest Chevrolet Videos. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle.
Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and
reviews. My husband and I both own the aveo. His has miles on it and mine has miles on it. I
drive the hatchback LS and he drives the sedan LT. We have driven from Missouri to California
and back with no problems. Both of our daylight running lamps have quit working reliably, both
the dashlight indicator and the lights themselves. We haven't gotten them fixed, instead we just
turn on the headlights. Just recently we have had a problem with the sedan overheating. We are
still trying to fix that one. The hatchback has had no major issues. Very handy and easy to drive
in city traffic or on long trips. But you have to have a little money set aside for routine
manufacturer specified interval maintenance. If you do, this the car is pretty much problem free,
offers excellent value and quality for the initial cost, and is an ergonomic gem. My mechanic
actually had someone else's Aveo in the shop for valve and timing belt replacement and an
engine rebuild because that person failed to replace the belt as scheduled. So if you are flat
broke and putting your last bit of savings into purchasing this car: Beware. Cannot recommend
to someone in that boat. That caveat aside, the Aveo is an excellent for city driving and a great
highway cruiser as long as it is not to windy. It is tall for its size. Inside it is roomy and
comfortable. I am about 5'7" and my girlfriend is almost a foot taller with long long legs and she
can ride in this car, even though she cannot fit into more than half of all cars on the road,
including my S10 pickup. The upright stadium seating is very comfortable for drives up to
hours. And, the seats are not bad. The car turns quickly and is nimble in avoidance
manoeuvres. Stopping distances are short with good tires. That said, the car has only four
inches of road clearance and is not meant for off-road travel and can be beached on snow on a
badly plowed road with snow mounds blocking driveways. The automatic transmission needs a
few miles under it to warm up to allow it to kick into overdrive on below zero days, but it is a
smooth, timely auto-shift and drive-train offers great mileage as long as you don't jerk it around
with floored accelerations or the stop-and-go I variety. The car is simple to maintain. Oil and
filter changes and other small things are relatively easy. Recommend, but with alerts for used
car buyers to make sure the engine wasn't victimized by lack of major maintenance. Better
replace the timing belt before 60k mi. Too bad it wouldn't have been worth it anyway. I was
recently rear ended in my Aveo and sent forward about 4 feet from a dead stop. You can see the
imprint of his logo in my bumper. I suffered no real injuries just a little stiffness from a whiplash
type injury.. I had loved the Aveo before for it's handling, fuel economy and pick up on the
highway but now.. I bought my Chevy Aveo brand new in late '05, loved, babied and maintained
that car very well. And to top it all off I find out Chevrolet knew about this particular problem
long ago but did nothing to warn owners or recall, totally negligent. Incredibly corrupt company
if you ask me, I and many other Aveo owners are very angry, and I feel a class action lawsuit is
necessary Here's an update, after diagnosing the destroyed engine with a mechanic we
discovered that the PLASTIC timing belt tension pulley had cracked, throwing the timing belt in
the process, which led to the engine being totally destroyed. I wonder if Chevy realizes that
plastic cracks much easier than steel or aluminum?? Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. More about the Aveo. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Cheap, and it worked for a while.
Performance Interior Comfort Reliability. Items per page:. Write a review See all Aveos for sale.
Sponsored cars related to the Aveo. Sign Up. Looking for Chevrolet Aveo []? Here are the
reviews and ratings by Aveo [] owners from across the country. All Versions. CNG 1. Still very
Powerful in also. Oerall our Aveo car is a Beast. Exterior Very good style, though it has a classic
look but comparable with the contemporary cars in this category. Engine performance is not at
all satisfactory, I feel that General Motors is clearing their stock before discarding this model in
India. The service centers has given the same answer that the sound is quite normal and it will
be there. But from my past experience of driving a Esteem I can tell you even my 10 years old

Esteem was not generating this much of sound. I am sure the quality of this car is a very big
question mark to me because within 4 months the ECM Electronic Control Module started
malfunctioning, It was changed by Auto Vikash. There was huge water ingress inside the car
during last monsoon due to miss-fitting of rubber boot after fitting of central locking system.
Fuel economy is below avg. Back seat is comfortable. Interiors are eye-catching, Features are
OK. Fuel Economy is really good 12kmpl in city, kmpl on highway as it all depends on how one
drives his car. Gear handling is smooth. Riding and Handling is comfortable. It always remains
in your control even at kmph. You will not feel it that its runing at that much speed. Final Words
Overall, a Great car which is worth its price. This car needs marketing and publicity which the
company hasn't tried from the day of its launch. It can beat all cars in its segment. Exterior
Good style. Everyone feels good as after K kilometers , its is still scrachless, accident free
vehicle. Everything is there. Width is the most important factor os any vehicle. Secondly I found
that the seating level is one of the most technically designed level, its one of the best Only
'Ghost' to lead this level. Very confortable for all Senior Citizens. A very good grip on roads.
Good suspension. Till today no problem for this vehicle. No knocks yet. Smooth manuvering.
Final Words A value for Money. Now I am confused to select for my second CAR. Because I can
not compro with quality product to Price factor. Interior designer should take care of this.
Exterior Kashmera colour gives excellent shine, and good look, specially steel handels and tail
lights are too good. Engine Performance, Fuel Economy and Gearbox Excellent, its very smooth
in driving, steering soft, only gearbox sometimes little noisy, but as a whole very good.
Excellent in all departments. Its a car to rule the road, it gives immense pleasure to drive this
car, I have driven this car more than now and still its like new car, its far better in power. I am a
doctor and this car is my best friend. Just while going up in hilly areas it doesnt have good pick
up. Final Words Best car to drive in the city , go for it. I love this car. Areas of improvement Fuel
economy and dash board and even the pick up of the engine. Though with CNG it gives good
fuel economy but there are many negative things about the car and the dealers in NCR that can
not be ignored. The doors are very hard. This has been a complaint with every service in past 2
years and the service assistant told me that this is the problem with every Aveo in service
center, I think has to do with the door design. The hand break light shows red even if the breaks
are down and service center told me it can not be fixed. You have to get the car serviced every
kms which is again a pain. Final Words I would never suggest anyone to buy any Chevrolet
product. Owing one is a pain and you would repent after that. Best of Luck! My plan was to buy
a car which has factory fitted CNG and I was planning to keep the car for at-least 5 years. I am
not the ones who change cars frequently. I have driven the likes of Skoda, Honda city so
understand how a sedan should perform I have run this car for almost 30, KM and after a lot of
frustration I am writing this review. We purchased this car from Triumph and realized after two
months that there is a paint mark on the right front side of the car. The mark is still there and
that make me wonder how it could happen? Can somebody answer? I feel like this car has been
assembled not in factory but at a mechanic shop. There is noise in engine also. Even when I am
using the car in reverse gear Back there is noise in the car. The engine of my Aveo sounds like
a diesel engine even when it is on Petrol. Recently we have been advised by service center guys
to get all the four tires changed to curtail noise coming in cabin. This is again one more reason
of noise as specified by service center. Forgot about likes of Honda, Skoda; we got the tires of
our WagonR changed after 50, Kms so why such a small life span of tires in case of Aveo. We
went to Jim Corbett last year December in Aveo and the battery of the car mal-functioned. The
battery was replaced as it was in warranty but the whole experience was distressing for us. The
car was in warranty however what would happen when the car will not be in Warranty. Kudos to
Central locking system installed in the car, the lock automatically starts opening and closing
when we sit in the car. This problem was resolved once by Triumph, Wazirpur and has
re-appeared now. There is a mechanism which I believe if for safety reason that the car will not
start unless the knob is placed on the vent through which CNG is filled. This mechanism
malfunctioned and we could start our car even without placing the knob on vent. The service
center Triumph was not able to resolve that. Please note we have explained these problems
multiple times at different service center but in vain and these problems have not been
resolved. We have taken our car to service centers for 6 times and it has been very annoying.
Interiors are bad and you will be able to notice the space between two joints however not much
of complaints as I could figure out these issues right up-front while purchasing the car. This
was a compromise that I made. I purchased this car because I saw many AVEOs on the road so
there might be problem with my piece only? Can you get it fixed? Tell me the service center
where I should take my car to and I will do it. I will pay the depreciation cost if you are willing to
exchange at a reasonable value. I will keep everybody posted about the fate of my car. Further I
plan to post snaps of few malfunctioning features next week. Select Your Version. All Versions

Ratings 3. Sort by :. Most Helpful Most Recent. Super car. Nice car I love this car Car milage not
good but ok ok This car very comfortable for a long way I purchased old car but satisfy this car I
don't no why left India Chevrolet I request please come back India. Beast of a car. The pickup,
space and elegance,i have drivers many other cars as well but by far this the best experience,
Pro-best pick up - the best mileage on CNG -luxurious spacing -king like driving experience -low
on maintenance Cons- low mileage on petrol. Great Car to Drive. Areas of improvement An
improved and a bit more powerful engine would suffice. Areas of improvement 1. Raer seats Extra four inches space will enhance the Comfort level. Ground clearance for Indian Roads extra 20mm will be very fantastic. Why not to increse Fuel efficiency. It should be 4 inches more
than existing. Perfect combination of Power, Performance, Exteriors, Interiors. Areas of
improvement Gear box and service centres availability. Excellent in all departmentsNone.
Dream car. Good style , outstandig features with the spacius interior. Bad fuel economy and
doesn't give good pick up in hilly areas. Never buy a Chevrolet Product. Exterior The exterior
looks of the car are good. Areas of improvement NA. Good looks and smooth drivePathetic after
sales service, hard doors. Overview We purchased this car from Triumph and realized after two
months that there is a paint mark on the right front side of the car. I hope you keep a tab on
review on these websites to improve. Write a detailed review of a car and you can. Win Amazon
Voucher worth. Want to read the reviews for any other car? Select Car. Refined road manners
and a spacious interior make the Chevy Aveo one of the better subcompacts on the market.
Chevrolet and General Motors as a whole have long known they do not have a credible offering
in the low-priced subcompact segment. Enter the Chevrolet Aveo. The Aveo is the result of
GM's acquisition of Daewoo Motor Company and is essentially a rebadged Daewoo Kalos, a car
already on sale in other markets around the world. Powered by a horsepower, 1. Although the
Aveo is the lowest rung on the Chevy ladder, it still offers an impressive list of amenities. In
terms of pricing, driving dynamics and amenities, the Chevrolet Aveo meets the competition
head-on. But you won't get as long a warranty as you would with a Hyundai or Kia, nor does the
Aveo promise the bulletproof reputation for reliability of the Toyota and Scion offerings. We
recommend that you review your options carefully before spending your money on the Chevy
Aveo: If financing options and a new-car warranty are important to you, it's certainly a viable
choice. However, you may find that a gently used, larger car like a Civic will serve your needs
even better. The Chevrolet Aveo comes in four-door sedan and five-door hatchback
configurations, and both are available in one of three trim levels -- Special Value, LS and LT. The
Chevy Aveo has a double-overhead cam, 1. A five-speed manual transmission is standard, and
there's also an optional four-speed automatic with an electronic "hold" feature for second-gear
starts when driving on slippery surfaces. The Chevrolet Aveo comes with three-point seatbelts
for all five passengers with pre-tensioners in the front. Side airbags are standard across the
board for In NHTSA crash tests, the Aveo earned a five-star rating the best possible for its
protection of front occupants in frontal impacts. Subcompact cars have a well-deserved
reputation for poor handling and wobbly rides. While the Chevrolet Aveo is certainly no thrill
ride, it provides better overall vehicle dynamics than most of its competitors. The steering is
direct, the suspension well tuned and the standard engine -- while loud and buzzy -- is adequate
for day-to-day commuting. We normally recommend that buyers in this class opt for a manual
transmission, but in the Aveo's case, the automatic is the better bet: The manual tranny's gear
ratios are too wide, leaving the car underpowered on highway grades and ultimately
compromising fuel economy. Though bare-bones in appearance and feel, the interior has a
user-friendly control layout and a few thoughtful features for a car in this price range. The back
of each front headrest has a hook for holding a shopping bag, and the five-door hatch has a
flip-forward rear seat that allows for a maximum cargo capacity of 42 cubic feet. Available styles
include Special Value 4dr Sedan 1. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars.
Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you
make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the
type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find
cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Chevrolet Aveo. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most
people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Check out Chevrolet lease specials Check out Chevrolet Aveo lease
specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. Not much power, manual transmission's gearing is too wide. Other years. List

Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Chevy's
pint-sized Aveo gets a few changes for Safety is improved thanks to standard side airbags, new
dual-stage front airbags and longer-length rear seatbelts. Other updates include new options
like alloy wheels and cruise control, a retuned suspension for better steering response, and
tilt-adjustable front headrests. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. I bought my aveo with
12 miles in I opted for the hatchback special value manual. Today oct. Wires opened up causing
arching at high rpms which resulted in a flashing check engine light. Also had oil on the plugs
due to the valve cover gasket being bad. Have never had the issue repeat. Standard collant leak.
Vacuum hose leak caused a rough idle and reving idle from rpm to rpm. Never had this issue
repeat. Common issue in the fuse box. Causes only half of your lights to work. Was a recall,
opted to remove the module, could short out and cause a fire. Plastic connector failed, causing
a short and no right headlight. Rear hatch wouldn't open. Intake hose decomposed opening up
causing a check engine light and poor MPG and acceleration. Wipers no longer laid flat against
the windshield. No engine or transmission failures. Word of advice. Keep up on the general
maintenance. Timing belt failures in Aveos are common at around 60k and destroys your engine
if it fails. Use synthetic oil. Helps on the valve tick noise, and get it changed every 5k. Brakes
front disc factories are horrible. Upgrade to ceramic pads and a quality rotor. Rear drums I'm
still on the factory drums. No issues. Upgrade your wheel and tire package. I went with a wider
tire and 15 inch wheel. Same overall height as factory. This makes freeway driving safer, and
winter driving with snow tires extremely safe. Factory tires are banana peels. Upgrade to a
common tire. No failed parts or issues. Was advised at my last maintenance that the struts will
need replaced at the next appt. Small minor issues are common. If you want your aveo to last
drive it easy. I never accelerate past rpms, and never drive faster than 70mph. Also take turns
easy and dont bury the gas when letting go of the clutch. It's not a sports car. I'm still on my
original clutch at k miles. If you follow the maintenance, fix the minor issues, the car should last
well past , miles. If you don't take care of it, expect your timing belt to snap and your engine to
blow up. Maintence is key on Aveo ownership. Can't stress that enough. I average to per This
has been consistent for the ownership of the car. At k I've had zero gasket issues. No leaking oil
or other fluids or overheating issues. Hope this review was helpful. Read less. All and all pretty
good My car is an auto not stick shift. I bought my Aveo used with 63, miles on it. I have had it 4
years and now have 97, I am pleased with this car. I need to get front struts replaced which I
know some have complained about but I think almost , miles is a decent lifespan. This is a no
frills car but it does the job for me. Yes the inside is plastic everywhere and heck I have manual
windows but it gets me where I need to go. Have the car properly serviced and you should do
fine. I recently bought a used Aveo LT hatchback at miles. The carfax stated it had regular
service done according to the timetable laid out in the manual. So mostly the car runs excellent.
My chief complaint at first were the brakes. Ive driven a assortment of cars of various qualities
in my years. And I suspected that since it had scheduled maintenance done it would be in good
quality, but the brakes are very weak. It feels as though the car is too heavy for the brakes it
came with. I tried replacing the brake pads and rotors with OEM quality replacements, and while
it made the braking slightly better, it still feels far too heavy. The car the drove ME crazy. I
bought this car had it for a few years. But to much money into trying to figure out what was
wrong. Come to find out this car along with others had a tiny hole in the transmission. GM knew
about the problem never told the customer nor the dealers. Also they would not stand by their
customer told me not their problem while the manager at the GM cried to me about all the phone
calls she gets. I never want to deal with this car nor GM again. See all reviews of the Used
Chevrolet Aveo. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk
Of Rollover Not Rated. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 3. Sponsored
cars related to the Aveo. Sign Up. This company is not yet accredited. See reviews below to
learn more or submit your own review. The Chevy Aveo is a subcompact car. Read more
Chevrolet reviews to learn about other models. A link has directed you to this review. Its
location on this page may change next time you visit. For more information about reviews on
ConsumerAffairs. Bought this vehicle with 64, miles on it from a dealer off-lease. It spent the
next three years being an absolute piece of crap. Some of the engine components are made of
plastic. The thermostat housing was one of them. It cracks, sometimes breaking off inside of the
engine. It leaks coolant all over the engine if not fixed immediately. Finally had the timing belt
snap and it totaled the engine. Buyer beware, don't buy GM Daewoo. My Aveo is a good car.
Run great and has very good mileage. I bought used. No rust and perfect size not too big or too
small. Also, very safe for kids to ride in. An Aveo sedan has the perfect room and drives
amazingly nice. I enjoy the big and roomy back seat and trunk area, heat is more than perfect,
the stereo plays nice and the windows are of good quality. The Aveo turns easy, too. It's cheap
and not a gas hog. I like the many mileages and the sunglass holder for the driver to keep from

searching hard. I kind of dislike the small tires of the Aveo and how the back end blocks your
view a little bit when backing up and heated seats would be a nice touch. Get buying tips about
Car Models delivered to your inbox. Thank you, you have successfully subscribed to our
newsletter! Enjoy reading our tips and recommendations. The Chevy Aveo is compact and it's
very reliable and I love the car minus the constant antifreeze leak. My favorite thing about the
car is the fact that we have very little issues with having to repair it and the way it looks, it's so
cute and easy to get into spaces and the pull out cup holder, the CD player and the button you
can press if you're out of area and it programs all the popular radio stations in that area to your
car. However, the windows are not electric, there is no armrests and not a lot of space. I can
barely fit my family and all our stuff when we travel in it. Still, it's been a very good experience.
My Chevy Aveo was bought secondhand it has had a few issues since purchasing it but
remains a nice little car to get myself and my family from one place to another. And as it's my
first time driving in the US it is a small enough car for me to get used to the roads especially as
in England we drive on the other side of the roadway. I didn't like the age of the car and it
doesn't have an outlet for me to listen to music so another purchase is necessary to enable my
family to listen to music or DVDs when we travel. I bought my Chevy Aveo 5 Hatchback Daewoo
brand new. Have taken it to dealer for everything. It's been an extremely good vehicle. I sold for
to a friend in for But after a year he bought another car. I bought it back for Change the tires.
Change the oils and fluids. Carrying cost are so inexpensive it's a no brainer really. It has over ,
miles. Still has power, CV Joints still good no leaks. Have driven this little guy all over
mountain, plains, desert. Those South Koreans can build a hell of a car. I call it my Obama car. I
turned in a old truck that was nickel and dime-in me for years. Cash for Clunkers was the
Obama program. Love the program. Miss that guy in the White House??? I bought a Aveo with
60k miles. At 90k miles one after the next three coolant hoses started bursting. Replaced every
hose and thermostat over the course of two weeks. Couple weeks later thermostat housing
cracks, another coolant leak. Another week goes by after that's fixed and there's coolant all over
my passenger flooring. Heater core done for. Fix that. Now into this car for a couple grand and
still owe 6k on it. A month goes by and the temp gauge is all over the place. No leaks to find but
no coolant. Bone dry. Head gasket needs replacing I've had lots of cars, I'll be sticking with
Nissan and Honda from now on. We bought this Chevy Aveo for our son's 16th birthday in
August It had about 32, miles on it. It is now April and he has had nothing but trouble!!! The car
is jerky, has very little power and won't make a two-hour trip. We have had it look at by a dealer
who told us nothing was wrong. We replaced the belt battery, the coil, the brakes, the tires,
some fuses, the list goes on. Now it won't hold a charge so he can't even drive it! WOW what a
bunch of crap. The alternator is our next endeavor. Just for the alternator. From what I have
read this won't even help. Don't buy one of these cars!?? My Chevy Aveo has 80, miles on it. All
of the coolant hoses have had to be replaced in the past week. Now coolant has leaked out, the
car overheated and will need to be towed. Last year I had several problems with electrical
issues. This "affordable" car has turned out to be anything but affordable. Don't be Chevy. I
bought my Chevy Aveo 5sp new, with only 3 miles on it, Oct I've put on OVER , miles. Overall,
this car has been excellent and the value Vs - what other cars cost!! Yes, there was an issue
with "some loss of power" in I researched it, took it to a good mechanic No problems! Yes I had
the belt changed on time, regular oil changes, and 3 sets of tires. I've had tune-ups done in a
timely manner. I currently have a bearing going out. But, it is time for her to be a trade in. She
has been extremely dependable! Yes, I've driven over mountains, gone camping, and across the
highways. I bought my Chevy Aveo in with 10km on the clock. I have experienced endless
problems from the word go. My car kept dipping. Took the car three times to GM to sort out the
problem. Every time they said nothing is wrong. Then my car started just cut out leaving me
stranded, and losing power; again back to GM nothing is wrong? Now the warranty expired, and
I had to replace the hydraulic lifters, and I'm also still sitting with a car that is dipping, cutting
out and losing power??!!! This is the most unreliability car ever. This was a waste of my
money!! Sign up to receive our free weekly newsletter. We value your privacy. Unsubscribe
easily. Search local inventory tod
2011 jetta s
2007 ford f150 instrument cluster problems
suzuki carparts
ay! Search local inventory and find your next vehicle on Rydeshopper. Car Make Car Make. Car
Model Car Model. Time for a new car and not sure where to start? Sort: Recent. Most helpful.
Filter by: Any. How do I know I can trust these reviews about Chevy Aveo? Page 1 Reviews 0 Original review: Dec. Original review: June 21, My Aveo is a good car. Not sure how to choose?
Original review: June 13, The Chevy Aveo is compact and it's very reliable and I love the car

minus the constant antifreeze leak. Original review: June 12, My Chevy Aveo was bought
secondhand it has had a few issues since purchasing it but remains a nice little car to get
myself and my family from one place to another. Original review: Sept. Original review: April 26,
We bought this Chevy Aveo for our son's 16th birthday in August Original review: April 17, My
Chevy Aveo has 80, miles on it. Original review: Feb. Original review: Nov. Get the news you
need delivered to you Sign up to receive our free weekly newsletter.

